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Let’s discover again and again the miracle of this fantasy land named DUBAI, ruled by His Highness 

Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid AL Maktoum, the visionary and the architect of the new successful 
society of modernity and traditional lifestyle at once. 
Royal Arts Visions speaks with artists, writers, tourists, local people or expats, high rank personalities 
and not at the end Royals about the esquisit spirit of living in Dubai, the most cosmopolitan place on 
Earth. 
Nothing more exciting. 
Nothing more explosive. 
Nothing more surprising. 

What else can be more challenging than living at high speed , high quality, high tech , in the Land 
of all dreams, wishes and desires? 

Here we are , surrounded by other million of tourists amazed by Dubai Expo 2020 - a journey trough 
the greatest exhibition ever , planetary experience , unique achievement, uniting visitors from each 
corner of the world. 
Dubai : nothing is impossible. 
Dubai : everything is possible. 

The most futuristic atmosphere,  spectacular moments and exciting happenings, an endless show of 
lights and colours - this is the every day reality in Dubai. 

The locals and the expats speaking a unique language of friendship and cultural exchange, ready to 
welcome you with the same warm,  elegant, beautiful word : Marhaba! 
Our magazine follows the most glamorous social, cultural , business events,  with our team attending 
the most important celebrations, trying to explore the most beautiful subjects and memorable, picto-
rial images. 

Royal Arts Visions presents numerous amazing nights of Red Carpet and fabulous luxury. 
The Grand Trophy Ceremony of CAEL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE 2022. 

The unforgettable LOUIS VUITTON PRIVE’ organized with such a grandeur in the highest building 
of the world, Burj Khalifa. 

The fabulous premiere of the spectacular movie «House of Gucci»  in the most cinematic location 
ever the futuristic cinema of Dubai , amazingly innovative building of absolute elegance. 

The artistic galleries and intellectual discussions with the fine taste of high class and fancy gourmet in 
the Dubai Arts Club and Dubai Capital Club are  delightful places with charm and sparkle. 
The Miracles Garden blooming in thousands of colorful flowers and plants gives voice to a new fairy 
tale and romance for each one of us. 
Dubai - Modernity at high speed. 
Dubai - Portal to all our dreams and desires. 
Dubai - Luxury & Fantasy. 
Royal Arts Visions 2022  special edition invites you to feel absolutely ROYAL in the 
FABULOUS DUBAI.

FABULOUS DUBAI 
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WHEN BUSINESS MEETS
ARTS

A ROYAL 
CELEBRATION IN THE COSMOPOLITAN

DUBAI

The Royal 
Investment Summit 

2022
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The second edition of the Royal Investment Summit January 2022 hosted by H.E. Sheikh 
Abdulaziz Bin Duaij Bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, member of the Royal Family of the Kingdom 

of Bahrain, was very much special indeed not only because of the high class international 
attendees but because of the glamorous interaction between business personalities and 
one of the most interesting artists of our time, the Japanese digital pop art painter Yusuke 
Akamatsu.

The very well know architects of the cross cultural friendship bridge between countries, 
the couple H.E. Sheikh Abdulaziz and his charming spouse H.E. Sheikha Emanuela are 

very much devoted to their own activity as supporters of Arts, creating a beautiful atmos-
phere of spirituality, intellect and visionary modern business climate, bringing people to-
gether for a multicultural and economical, progressive exchange. From the very beginning, 
H.E. Sheikh Abdulaziz was interested to  build and offer the opportunity of cosmopolitan 
interaction between personalities from different parts of the world, especially here in Dubai,  
the well known Metropolis of sparkling elegance, high tech and high class society, where 
futuristic visions  become reality, yes, surprisingly, overnight.
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In a speedy, modern, fast so-
ciety there is the need of know-

ledge and ideas exchange. 

The Royal Investment Summit 
is just the perfect event to 

showcase the ideals and ideas 
starting from the environment of 
the past, to the opportunities of 
the present and the chances for 
the future.

Under the high Patronage of 
H.E. Sheikh Abdulaziz Bin 

Duaij Al Khalifa, the Summit - 
Event at the Ritz-Carlton JBR 
Dubai (UAE) was a real celebra-
tion, organized in the terms of 
etiquette with the perfect savoir 
faire, and not at the end with so 
much admiration and respect for 
the International art world and 
artists.

Yusuke Akamatsu 
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The Japanese digital artist 
a big fan of IPhone and 

intelligent technology is the 
perfect expression of the fast 
changing modern times.

His arts are a mixture of 
today and tomorrow, like 

a mirror to the next century. 
Yusuke lives in the present 
and in the same time in a 
electrical, futuristic, unknown 
and  challenging Cosmos. 

His works are born in ex-
plosion of colours, light 

and shadows, eccentric , 
moving and speaking to the 
viewers like a magnetic sky 
of a new world.

Yusuke Akamatsu was the Superstar of the night, offering one of his most exciting 
and expressive artworks, Dance of the Sun and Green,  as a donation to the Al 

Jalila Foundation in the name of cultural friendship between the arab world and his 
land Japan.  Cinematic, colorful, speedy, extremely surprising, the entire artwork of  
Yusuke Akamatsu spreads light and power.
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Yusuke Akamatsu is authentic, unique, weird, strange but in the same time fabulous 
and magical. He opens the path to a new generation of artists: the ones who need to 
touch the brain and the heart of a new Universe. 

Art represents a language of emotions, feelings, imagination, creating the absolute 
Beauty. Business represents a large territory of powerful ideas, strong projects, invol-
ving definitely a big portion of ambition. But important is that both together, Art and 

Business represent a world of encounters.

The Royal Investment Summit, the brainchild of H.E. Sheikh Abdulaziz Bin Duaij Bin 
Khalifa Al Khalifa represents in fact a bridge of encounters where the new wave of 
influential architects are building the future for the next generation. Leaders in their 

professional fields, masters with their own philosophy of life and visionaries with rich expe-
rience are ready to discuss the needs and the meaning of real values. The Royal Investment 
Summit is a story of success  showing us that the best investment and the most valuable  
and constructive is actually the continuous challenge to discover the human potential for the 
benefit of a better world with a happier society.
Author Dr. Monica Mergiu
German Union of Writers
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Sheikh Abdulaziz Bin Duaij Bin Kha-
lifa AL Khalifa wishes to influence 
the young generation of business 

people to have the ambitious target and 
projects for the future. 

The Royal Investment Summit is all 
about meetings, long talks and ideas 
exchange. Nothing is more valuable 

than knowing the own intellectual potential 
and the power to take the chance explo-
ring new opportunities.

Photo credits :
Private Office of H.E. Sheikh Abdulaziz Bin Duaj Bin Khalifa Al Khalifa

The International guests at-
tending the Royal Invest-

ment Summit 2022 in Dubai are 
interested to know more about 
the cooperation opportunities 
between their countries and the 
Gulf Countries, Bahrain, United 
Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia.
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Monica
Mergiu

AWARDED WITH CAEL FOR
 EXCELLENCE AS BEST CROSS 
CULTURAL WRITER IN DUBAI 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
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Dr.Monica Mergiu, the famous German Orientalist 
and  writer from Munich, Germany was awarded 

in Dubai for the long term literary and media coope-
ration and for her loyal cross cultural friendship with 
United Arab Emirates over more than 25 years.
The fabulous event on December 8, took place in 
the amazing luxurious location Ritz Carlton DIFC, 
organized by the well known Lady of Arts & Culture 
Her Excellency AMAL SHOUMAN SLAIMAN , cele-
brity of the UAE - Lebanese high society and best 
supporter of the multicultural communication and  
President of Balsamat Community Group.

Dr. Monica Mergiu was awarded especially for 
her latest book EMIRATI WOMEN  ROYALS & 

ARTISTS  designed and illustrated by the impres-
sive artist of Arabic calligraphy Raouf Meftah from 
Monaco. The Tunisian - French artist is exclusive 
designer of the books written by Monica Mergiu and 
Art Director of her newly founded publication Royal 
Arts Visions.
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The most glamorous presence at the CAEL AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE was one of 
the most beautiful Emirati personalities , entrepreneur, interior designer, jewelry creator, 

collector and connoisseur of Arts, Lady WEDAD AL KAABI. Impressively charming , glamo-
rous and splendidly fashionable, she has remained discreet far from the spot light being in 
the same time the eye catcher of the spectacular event's audience of Royals, diplomats and 
business celebrities. One of the special VIP Guests was the Consul of Egypt in Dubai His 
Excellency Mr. Mohammed Zeid, personality dedicated totally to his country ancient treasure 
and heritage, speaking vivant about the huge  and complex cultural projects under develop-
ment now, to open to the world the splendor of the Egyptian past, ready to welcome tourists 
from all corner of the world. His Excellency Consul Mohammed Zeid is himself a multicultural 
personality with impressive CV, as former Consul of his country in Berlin. As always, culture 
unites people.

Dr. Monica Mergiu prepares a large artistic project in Dubai, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain to 
start January 2022, as a symbol of the new Era, the times of Renaissance worldwide.

Lady Wedad AL Kaabi and Her Excellency Mrs. Amal Slaiman are welcoming the artists, 
entrepreneurs and business people to reflect about the new opportunities of European - UAE 
cooperation, Dubai being the most cosmopolitan place on Earth very much similar to the 
magnificent Monaco.
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GLAMOUR, SKYLINE & HIGH TECH

OUISV&
BURJ  KHALIFA LUITTON
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Louis Vuitton in Burj Khalifa,  sparkling event privee for the most gla-
morous attendees.
A night of glory beyond imagination, with a  celestial view over the 

skyline of Dubai.
The esquisite  LV bags created in precious gems, alligator or croco lea-
ther, the unique pieces of shoes or the miraculous jewelry collections 
between the fabulous dresses , all together are just an amazingly specta-
cular show of what in fact represents Louis Vuitton : Perfection in smallest 
details.
Burj Khalifa is one of the most famous architectural building in the world 
where the rich and famous are living their dreams as reality. Nothing is 
too much, too large, too expensive or too brilliant. No surprise that a high 
class event for the closest VIP clients so called LV - family friends must 
be celebrated with opulence and raffiness where else if not Burj Khalifa?

The silent elegance of the location welcomes the classy visitors, and 
soon the buyers are surrounded by the best advisors in order to 
showcase the magnificent manufactured watches Iike a rainbow 

palette sparkling in lights and shadows of pink, gold and exquisite dia-
monds, or the delicate alligator bag ( already sold to the amazing connois-
seur of Luxury Lady Wedad AL Kaabi) between so many unique pieces 
signed Louis Vuitton, is all about a parallel reality, a world of Beauty & 
Perfection. 
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The enigma or the true magic of Louis Vuitton planetary brand  is the own consciousness 
of being leader over so many years in the fashion industry, this complex, complicated,  
competitive industry, being able to offer us always the desirable portion of glamour 

transformed in a fashionable love story for our dayly life.
Royal Arts Visions publication extends special thanks to the marvelous LV team for the beau-
tiful welcome and exquisite atmosphere (Merci, Shukran Nour & Yousef)

C. PHOTO WEDAD  AL KAABI

Monica Mergiu
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CHARITY MEETS &
GREETSARTS
SlaimanAmal

Queen of Charity
The Lebanese socialite and Grande Dame of the International Red Carpet is without 

doubts the one and only AMAL  SHOUMAN SLAIMAN. Involved in numerous activi-
ties, she is focusing mostly on her charity work making no secret that her statement 

in life is «Give and share happiness to the ones in need. Light against darkness».
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Amal Slaiman doesn't see 
herself as a business wo-
man but more as active 

member of the charity world. Very 
much respected and loved by the 
Middle Eastern people, her charity 
work and determination make her a 
citizen of the world, from her native 
Lebanon to Gulf countries, espe-
cially in Dubai being considered a 
precious friend to high ranked per-
sonalities, celebrities, Royals, very 
much impressed by her dedication 
and projects development over 
more than 40 years of permanent 
work in the name of peace, free-
dom, human rights and charity.
Amal Slaiman is the President of 
BALSAMAT COMMUNITY and 
organizer of CAEL AWARDS 
FOR EXCELLENCE, being since 
more than 20 years the driving 
motor for marvelous festivals, 
Gala nights,Red Carpet festivities 
in Dubai, giving voice to the most 
impressive artists, singers, writers, 
poets, actors, business people, 
entrepreneurs, bringing people to-
gether in the name of cross  cultural 
cooperation and in the spirit of the 
International communication.
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Amal Slaiman speaks 
openly about the 
complexity of our 

times, very hard times for 
many refugees, citizens of 
the countries in war , child-
ren in need and poverty 
beyond imagination.
She never forget to express 
herself with courage 
and brave heart, strong 
voice, very determined to 
conquest the complicated 
road to a better world. She 
shows us that not the poli-
tical language will help the 
nations but the soul's lan-
guage is the perfect am-
bassador of global frien-
dship, peace and freedom.
Amal Slaiman's next pro-
ject is to bring BALSAMAT 
COMMUNITY & CAEL 
AWARDS FOR EXCEL-
LENCE to Monte Carlo , 
in the name of the strong 
respect for the beautiful 
friendship between Dubai, 
Lebanon and the magnifi-
cent Monaco, place of ci-
nematic glamour, fabulous 
elegance and unique mixt 
cultural atmosphere.
At the end, the big world 
is just a small community 
where each of us  can bring 
hope and joy to the others.

Monica Mergiu
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DU BA I&
The Fabulous 

Exhibition of

De b b i ewi n g h a m
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Raffles Dubai celebrates with Grandeur. Here we are during the spectacular time of 
Dubai Expo 2020, meeting, greeting and admiring the new Luxury exhibition of the 
one and only Debbie Wingham. Worldwide well known for her precious creations 

like the most expensive Christmas tree in the world crowned with jewelry from Bulgari 
or Tiffany, the most expensive shoes in the world covered with diamonds or the most 
glamorous and expensive Abaya in the world bejeweled with black diamonds, here she 
is once again the enthusiastic artist with her latest exhibition of the most expensive 
frames in the world : diamonds worth million surrounding the artwork of Debbie Win-
gham representing the new age of Dubai golden time.
Debbie is not only an artist, she is a futuristic visionary so much alike Dubai, the most 
cosmopolitan place on Earth.
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Raffles Dubai is like everything here, a splendid location to present and represent 
Debbie Wingham as a Queen of Luxury. No doubts that everyone is curious to visit 
the exquisite exhibition in order to understand the Glamour, Elegance and Arts at 

highest niveau. Nothing is impossible, this is the artist's statement. Beauty is timeless, 
eternal and spreads positive energy.
Debbie's unique artworks like the magnificent creation of the Golden Hermes bag worth 
million are valuable not as product of Luxury only but as real pieces of art, symbols of 
a creative mind gifted with such explosive visions, ready to explore new dimensions of 
Arts, Style, Glamour and Eccentricity.

Nothing comes accidentally, here we are to celebrate not only the exhibition but the 
true savoire faire, savoire vivre of the Emirati Ladies Royals & Artists, Entrepre-
neurs and socialite personalities of the new wave, considering the new dimension 

of  the Emirati culture and lifestyle. The Star of the Exhibition Celebration was undoub-
tedly the charming Lady Wedad AL Kaabi, interior designer, jewelry designer and art 
collector, a real influencer of the Emirati society, voice of women empowerment and 
highly respected presence on the international Red Carpet.
When it comes to Dubai, Opulence is the right word. When it comes to Debbie Win-
gham, Luxury is a must.

When it comes to Royal Arts Visions publi-
cation, we are always the first to present 
ART as a our Special Cosmos, a Magical 

Universe where creativity becomes a journey with 
such miraculous encounters.
Monica mergiu
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The World’s most 
expensive Artist 
pays Homage to 
Dubai

Last night Record breaking artist, Debbie Wingham revealed her latest worlds most expensive, 
which was in the form of a mini series encapsulating the grandeur and transformation of her 
favorite city Dubai.

Coined the Queen of the ‘World’s Most Expensive!’, Debbie Wingham, is no stranger to the Middle 
East. Her work has been famously sought after by Celebrities, Royals and Art aficionados alike.
After breaking world records in Haute Couture, opulent accessories, and a show stopping pieces of 
confectionary, the chameleon of medium returns following a 2-year world’s most expensive hiatus.
Her new collection, inspired by Dubai, pays homage to the city’s extraordinary transformation 
through time.

During the pandemic, Wingham began painting. An art form she hadn’t explored in many years.
“The Last time I painted I was a teenager, During Lock down was the perfect time for me to 
pick up a brush again and really immerse myself in this medium” says Wingham.

Wingham said. “Time seemed like a very relatable topic, especially because throughout the pande-
mic time is the one thing that hit us, whether it’s counting down the moments to see our loved ones 
or one day melting into another without differentiation”.
“Then the other element I introduced was Dubai, I guess because I couldn’t travel due to the pande-
mic so instead I traveled through my artwork”.
The oil painted collection, named Dubai Through the Years feature Dubai architecture including, the 
Frame, the Burj Khalifa and the current contender for the world’s tallest building Dubai Creek Tower, 
representing Dubai past present and future.
Her painting style is ethereal realism and its painted in such a way that you can barely see a brush 
stroke insight.

Wingham often describes Dubai as dreamy and in these paintings, you can really visualize 
the dream, the framing of them is exquisite, hand crafted in reclaimed metal, weighing a 
staggering 9KG each
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Each of the frames are free standing in a finely 
sculpted arm in the style of a super-sized vintage 
pocket watch in a frame standing at an impres-

sive 5 ft tall!
All 3 of these frames could take the title of the world’s 
most expensive picture Frame because they are dren-
ched in diamonds and all of them worth more than any 
other Frame on record. But The frame with the most 
diamonds is present day Dubai and the only one in the 
series to have a silhouette with roman numerals. Win-
gham wanted to make this the world’s most expensive 
picture Frame because she said, “It’s a true celebration 
of Dubai, here and now”.
The world’s most expensive picture frame features 
more than 10,000 individual diamonds, made up of hun-
dreds of thousands of pounds worth of flawless pointer 
diamonds and a series of centre piece diamonds inclu-
ding 5 flawless 4 carat white diamonds, which adorn 
the roman numerals worth £250,000 each, a giant 7 
carat sapphire worth £100,000 and it weighs a hefty 
10kg more than its counter parts, so that’s 19kG and 
the painting itself was hand finished with platinum dust 
giving a reflective shimmer effect.

The frame is worth a staggering 1.5 million pounds 
what’s incredible about it is that it is made from 
both reclaimed diamonds and reclaimed metal, 

meaning that it is the height of eco-luxury. Merging ma-
terials through time.
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CALLIGRAPHER, MAGICIAN, 
POET OF ARABIC  LETTERS 

celebrates the futuristic Dubai  Expo 2020 

Raouf
Meftah
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Born in Tunisia and based in 
Nice since his very young 

age, Raouf Meftah is one of the 
most celebrated artist  of Arabic 
calligraphy of our times. Very 
easy to recognize his artworks, 
his statement is ,, brilliant co-
lours, bright forms, voluptuous 
letters, meaningful story and 
endless love for the Arabian wri-
ting style".

After numerous  participation 
at large  international exhibi-

tions, Raouf Meftah has started 
his own path, definitely crow-
ned as one of the most valuable 
calligrapher  and Master of Ara-
bic letters. Since more than 25 
years his artworks are exhibited 
in Monaco, Nice, Dubai, Jeddah, 
Bahrain, Munich,  Venice, Châ-
teau sur Loire, Paris and UK. 
December 18, 2021 Raouf Mef-
tah's artwork AMOUR - LOVE 
was entitle as the second best 
Arabic calligraphy painting in the 
world , in London, being welco-
med by the critics with standing 
ovations and admiration for the 
spectacular embroidery of co-
lours and forms.
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Raouf Meftah's paintings are exploring so many 
territories. He dedicates his arts to the huma-

nity. He is ,, a Magician, an Ocean of large waves 
growing beyond the clouds" as he declares him-
self in his first book OCEAN LETTERS, Art album  
illustrated with his paintings in cooperation with the 
Lyricist and Orientalist Monica Mergiu as author of 
the poems. Raouf Meftah has the ability to combine 
the story of his letters with the perfect color and 
form. In his complex collection we discover The 
Golden Number of Leonardo Da Vinci, The Crown 
of Cesar, The Leyla poem of Nizar Qabbani, the 
green oasis of Chenini, the palms of Gabes or the 
3 emotional paintings called Wassim / Leila / Nour 
under the title PASSIONATE LOVE.
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Raouf Meftah 's calligraphy is a sym-
bol of eternal Beauty, a magnificent 

journey trough discovery and self disco-
very, bringing together not only colours 
and letters but an entire world aspiring 
for serenity, peace, freedom, spiritual 
fulfillment.
«I am a painter of Love. My calligraphy 
means Light and Love. My own aspira-
tion is Love. My inspiration is Love. 
I live my Life performing my own story, 
wish, desire, emotions. Nothing is much 
more important than communications. 
I think Art is the perfect language, the 
universal language capable to unite 
people. I am trying trough my Arabic 
calligraphy to explore the infinite, the 
new human dimension, to discover and 
reflect new letters, new forms, new co-
lors. As a painter and calligrapher my 
great Joy is to spread Joy for all art lo-
vers worldwide.»
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Raouf Meftah, recipient of numerous intetnational awards is the Art Director of 
the Royal Arts Visions Magazine, publication dedicated to build a strong and 

rich cultural communication bridge between Middle East, GCC and Europe under 
the motto : Culture Unites People.
One of his latest paintings are influenced by UAE landscape and the cosmopolitan 
architecture speaking in calligraphy with colorful Arabic letters about the transition 
from the desert of the Emirati past  to the futuristic skyline.
Monica Mergiu
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utta JFranziska 
Trenker

The Wild Heart of a Romantic 
Traveler 

MAGAZINE 

From Wiesbaden to 
Augsburg and later 
on to Egypt, Tunisia, 

Dubai, everywhere on the 
large map of the Arabic 
world, there is a piece of 
her wild, innocent, flam-
boyant, creative persona-
lity. How it comes that a 
German woman became 
an artist of the eternal 
sunny desert? How it hap-
pened that a daughter of 
Goethe and Beethoven's 
Land is passionately in 
love with the dunes, the 
sunset, the palm trees, 
living behind the green 
grease of her German fo-
rests and the freshness of 
the German rivers?
But Life means unexpec-
ted moments, fulfillment 
of untold wishes, dreams 
and desires. And here is 
the magic! 
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The beautiful Lady of Arts, 
jewelry designer Jutta Fran-

ziska Trenker was never that kind 
of typical German woman. Of-
course very precise in attitude and 
very dedicated to the family tradi-
tions, yes. But in the same time 
she owns that beautiful craziness 
so much necessary for the act of 
creativity making her be a real ar-
tist and the cosmopolitan woman 
of nowadays.
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Wild at heart , passionate and talented she knew from the very young age that she is a 
person in need of beauty, arts and creative work. Living amazing time middle of the 

fairy tale oasis of Tunisia, having her son married to the resplendent Tunisian Diva Shayma 
Helali, piece of her heart is now already Tunisian. Trough  the other son's marriage to a 
Lebanese young beauty , Jutta Trenker already in love with Khalil Gibran, became somehow 
a Lebanese too. Having marvelous memories from her Egyptian years, she keeps hidden 
deep in her soul the touch of the Pharaoh, Nefertiti, Khan AL Khalil Souk, Nagib Mahfouz and 
so many nights sparkling over the eternal Nile.

Jutta Franziska Trenker is a natural born Traveler between mystery and mystical roads. 
Fluent in so many languages, she is gifted not only with a rich creativity, but with huge 

tolerance too, generosity, and love for humanity. As a jewelry designer she is lead and in-
fluenced by her immense love for the Arabic culture and ancient traditions, customs and heri-
tage. Her collection created with precious gems is in fact the inner voice of her long, magical 
journey  trough the Arabic history, arts, music, poetry, fashion. 

Royal Arts Visions Magazine presents the unique pieces of jewelry as a symbol of a beau-
tiful, special and surprising personality. 
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We are writing about Jutta 

Franziska not only as a 
jewelry designer, entrepreneur 
and business woman. Beyond 
all this, we are discovering a 
woman who knows that Beau-
ty, Elegance, Glamour, Intel-
lect are growing together as a 
universal language available 
for all of us, a real basis for a 
strong cross cultural communi-
cation and cooperation bridge 
between nations, heritages and 
religions. 
Artists are like the huge waves 
of the Ocean, thinking higher 
and higher, surrounding them-
selves with emotions and co-
lorful feelings, ready to create 
for us and share with us their 
talent, visions and imagination.

The artistic jewelry collection signed by Jutta Franziska Trenker speaks  about Germany, 
Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon, Dubai with intensity, opening a large dialog about who she is 

is, what and where she is and mostly about her personal artistic statement. Our own title 
to crown her jewelry artwork is  very special, a symbol : 1001 NIGHTS IN DUBAI. Because 
Jutta  Franziska, the German Artist, same as Dubai, is endlessly romantic, futuristic, wild, 
modern, noisy, colorful and cosmopolitan. That's why she says, she dedicates her latest 
creations to the inspirational Dubai,  celebrating a long and passionate friendship with the 
most amazing place in the world, her second home since long time back - United Arab Emi-
rates, the fabulously Dubai.
Monica Mergiu 
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